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    In his second solo show, "Monsters and Their Niches," 24-year-old Vancouver artist Ryan  

Slugge tt  directs his gaze at everyday human foibles and routines even while pointing to a deeper, 

more complex psychological layer behind them. Consisting mainly of paintings and mixed media 

drawings from the last two years, as well as a characteristically modish short animated film, the 

show demonstrates Slugge tt 's quirky range of styles and techniques that often leave the viewer 

reaching for an art reference book. Although Slugge tt  has tended to embrace pure line renditions 

in more recent times, here he flirts with impasto and various other palettes, a beguiling tango of 

assorted scenes and motifs. 

    In many respects, Slugget's approach looks back to Picasso's cubist period, Braque, and a host of 

other art historical figures, as well as to caricaturist David Levine, who has produced drawings since 

1963 for the New York Review of Books. The physical features of the protagonists in Slugge tt 's 

works are highly exaggerated, lending these personae a large-than-life, almost "extreme" demeanor. 

However, close scrutiny of his imagery reveals hidden delights. In one piece, a matronly, pampered, 

and rather Falstaff-spirited woman slyly smiles as she reaches unseen into someone's pocket. 

Another drawing has Cheshire-catlike expressions--consisting only of a few facial features with no 



visual frame--floating in a corner nook, adding whimsy and surreality to their surroundings. 

Argument in a Sociological Manner (2004), arguably the most successful work in the show, is based 

on Hogarth's The Rake's Progress (1735), conflating Slugge tt 's stylistic riff with a more studied 

treatment of spatial relationships, forms, and colors. As in the original work it references, the scene 

is one in which mirth and decadence combine to form a raucous and acerbic satire on wealth and 

unseemly excess. 

    Slugge tt  bobs and weaves his way through situational ironies (including his own stint in art 

school in the 2005 painting Review), and while his editorial stance is plainly inquisitive, it is by no 

means judgmental. Rather, the artist's role appears to be more akin to a still-life painter who notes 

and illustrates the oddities and contradictions that give us our daily bread, including those musty 

alcoves where monsters reside. Allowing life's little eccentricities to pass by not unobserved but 

dispassionately laid bare is perhaps due in part to a generational peculiarity combined with a 

distinctly Canadian predilection for avoiding making harsh judgments and concentrating instead on 

harmless irrelevancies. 

    Altogether, "Monsters and Their Niches" is vigorous, irreverent, and verily sparkles with wit, a 

mode that seems to suit Slugge tt  at this particular juncture. As is so often the case with young 

artists just out of art school, one wonders what new strategies he will adopt as time goes by. Just 

for now, however, Slugge tt  has truly opened Pandora's box, a gambit this artist won't easily be able 

to top 


